
FISLL MEDIA
FISLL's media channels consist of a digital learning
platform, publications, podcasts, virtual events and the
FISLL mobile app to engage and empower its users. 

FISLL'S MERCHANDISING
FISLL's merchandising division is led by FISLL NBA - An
official licensing partnership with the NBA producing
premium apparel manufactured in Africa.  FISLL looks to
expand its merchandising portfolio in order to empower
and inspire all people to develop a winning mentality and
consider the significance of their personal legacy. 

FISLL is a social impact brand providing leadership training, legacy development and
consumer products.  FISLL exists to engage, equip and inspire people to Live Better,
Perform Better, and Lead Better.

Created by two-time NBA All-Star, Olympic Gold Medalist and Philanthropist Allan
Houston, FISLL actuates five   essential values of Faith, Integrity, Sacrifice, Leadership,
and Legacy as language to promote healthy mind, body and spirit.  

THE FISLL PROJECT (TFP)
The Allan Houston Legacy Foundation (AHLF) is a multi-
dimenstional organization created to work with any
individual, program, business, or institution that serve the
community.  AHLF manages the FISLL Project (TFP)
which serves as its signature social impact arm.  The
FISLL Project focuses on Youth Voice and Leadership
cultivation, combining the model of leadership teaching
and restorative behavioral science with mentorship,
character development, media content, events, and
programming.  Its mission is to empower youth from the
inside out, helping them to become more self-aware,
resilient, and capable of leading and positively impacting
their culture.  The initiative has now evolved into a model
for mentorship, leadership, coaching and discipleship
being used globally.  

The FISLL brand is comprised of three distinct organizations and corporations that are
intended to bring the FISLL Fundamentals to life.



Time To Follow Through
Social Impact Campaign - 2020

FISLL's social justice collaboration in partnership with the NBA will serve as the NBA's
official social engagement apparel collection.  FISLL is 100% black owned.  ALL
proceeds of each FISLL NBA product will include a membership to FISLL's
Leadership development platform and will fund economic empowerment in the black
community by supporting black owned businesses and aspiring entrepreneurs.  

Fall 2020 FISLL Brand will launch its campaign with the goal to engage 20,000 Youth 
and Community leaders committed to supporting youth voice, cultural leadership and
economic empowerment in the black community.  

'There has been a surge of motivation and positive momentum aimed at fighting
racial injustice, systematic oppression and economic inequality for people of color. 
 However, good intentions are not enough.  Tangible, measurable and sustainable

strategies with results are mandatory. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO FOLLOW THROUGH.'

- Allan Houston

'This time, on this issue, there must be no delay, no hesitation and 
no compromise with our purpose.
The time of justice has now come.'

= Lyndon B. Johnson - March 15, 1965
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